Abstract. An algorithm that returns as low-cost solutions as possible at any moment of its execution is said to have a good anytime behaviour. The problem of optimising anytime behaviour can be modelled as a biobjective non-dominated front, where the goal is to minimise both time and cost. Using a unary quality measure such as the hypervolume indicator, the analysis of the anytime behaviour can be converted into a single-objective problem. In this manner, available automatic configuration tools can be applied to improve the anytime behaviour of an algorithm. If we want to optimise the anytime behaviour of multi-objective algorithms, we may apply again unary quality measures to obtain a scalar value for measuring the obtained approximation to the Pareto front. Thus, for multi-objective algorithms, the anytime behaviour may be described in terms of the curve of the hypervolume over time, and the quality of this bi-objective tradeoff curve be evaluated according to its hypervolume. Using this approach, we can automatically improve the anytime behaviour of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs). In this article, we first introduce this approach and then experimentally study the improvements obtained considering three MOEAs, namely, IBEA, NSGA-II and SPEA2.
Introduction
In many real world problems, the quality of solutions is evaluated according to multiple objective functions. The goal of algorithmic approaches to their solution typically is to provide an as good as possible approximation to the unknown Pareto front of tradeoff solutions. Among the most successful such algorithmic approaches are multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs).
In practical settings, the user will have a limited time to run an MOEA, and the available amount of time is not always known in advance when deciding for the MOEA's parameter settings. Thus, a goal in the design of MOEAs and other multi-objective optimizers is to find algorithm parameter settings that allow finding the best possible Pareto front approximations for any stopping criterion. More in general, algorithms that provide as good solutions as possible independent of a specific termination criterion are referred to as having good anytime behaviour [18] .
In this paper, our goal is to examine and, in particular, to improve the anytime behaviour of MOEAs by automatic algorithm configuration techniques [2, 6, 9, 11, 13] . To this aim, we need to model the anytime behaviour of MOEAs. For single objective algorithms, the anytime behaviour may be modelled as a biobjective non-dominated front, where both solutions quality and computation time must be considered [15, 16] . By using a unary quality measure of the obtained non-dominated front, the analysis of the anytime behaviour is converted into a single-objective problem [16] . Here, we follow [16] and use the hypervolume indicator for this task [22] .
In addition, we need to determine the quality of the set of solutions returned by the MOEA. For this task, again the hypervolume indicator can be used and each pair of (time, hypervolume) represents an improvement of the best solutions found at a particular time since the algorithm start. The objective of optimising the anytime behaviour reduces then to find MOEA configurations that produce the best possible set of sequences of points (time, hypervolume). Hence, by making this double usage of the hypervolume, we can apply standard algorithm configuration techniques for the automatic configuration of MOEAs.
We analyse the impact of automatic configuration on the anytime behaviour of MOEAs. In particular, we selected three classical MOEAs: the indicator-based evolutionary algorithm (IBEA) [19] , the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [4] , and the strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA2) [20] . These algorithms are among the best-known MOEAs and they have been thoroughly studied in the literature. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic notions of multiobjective optimization and MOEAs. In Section 3, we describe the method used for tuning anytime behaviour of MOEAs. The experimental setup and the results are described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We conclude in Section 6.
Multi-objective optimization
A multiobjective optimization problem (MOP) can be formulated as
where Ω is the search space, f : Ω → R m consists of m real-valued objective functions and R m is called objective space. A continuous MOP is an MOP where each of the D variables is a continuous variable with x i ∈ R ∀x i , i = 1, . . . , D and possible constraints restrict the set of feasible solutions.
Typically, the objectives of an MOP are conflicting and there is no solution x ∈ Ω that minimizes all objectives simultaneously. The solutions representing the best compromise between the objectives can be defined in terms of Pareto optimality. Let u, v be two vectors in R m ; u is said to dominate v if and only if u i ≤ v i for every i ∈ 1, . . . , m and u j < v j for at least one index j ∈ 1, . . . , m. This definition applies without loss of generality to minimization problems. A point x * ∈ Ω is Pareto optimal if there is no point x ∈ Ω such that f (x) dominates f (x * ). A Pareto set is the set of all Pareto optimal points and the Pareto front is the set of the objective vectors of all Pareto optimal points.
In order to measure the quality of a Pareto front, we can use the hypervolume indicator [22] . The unary hypervolume indicator measures the quality of a set P of n non-dominated objective vectors produced in a run of a multiobjective optimizer. For a minimization problem involving m objectives, this indicator measures the region that is simultaneously dominated by P and bounded above by a reference point r ∈ R m such that r > (max p p 1 , . . . , max p p m ), where p = (p 1 , . . . , p m ) ∈ P ⊂ R m .
Anytime optimization
An anytime algorithm returns as high quality solutions as possible at any moment of its execution [18] . One characteristic of anytime algorithms is that, independently of the termination criterion, the best solution found so far is steadily improved, eventually finding the optimal. This implies that anytime algorithms should keep exploring the search space and avoid getting trapped in local optima. Moreover, good solutions should also be discovered as early as possible.
This implies that the algorithm should converge to good solutions as fast as possible.
Normally, there is a trade-off between the quality of the solution and the runtime of the algorithm. There are two classical views when analyzing this tradeoff. One view defines a number of termination criteria and analyzes the quality achieved by the algorithm at each termination criterion. In this quality-versustime view, the anytime behaviour is often analyzied as a plot of the (average) solution quality over time, also called SQT curve (e.g., Fig. 1) . A different view defines a number of target quality values and analyzes the time required by the algorithm to reach each target. In this time-versus-quality view, algorithms are often analyzed in terms of their runtime distribution [10, Chapter 4] .
We consider here a third view that does not favor time over quality or viceversa, but models the anytime behaviour as a bi-objective problem [16] where the first objective, the solution quality, has to be maximized, while the second, the time, has to be minimized. If we consider the points (quality, time) that describe at which time the quality of the best solution has been improved by the algorithm, then the set of points that describe a run of an algorithm is, by definition, a nondominated set of solutions. Moreover, we can definitely compare the anytime behaviour of two algorithms by comparing their respective nondominated sets of (quality, time) points.
3 If the nondominated set of one algorithm dominates (in the Pareto-optimality sense) the nondominated set of another algorithm, we say that the anytime behaviour of the former is better than the anytime behaviour of the latter. More importantly, this model allows us to apply the same unary quality measures used in multi-objective optimization to evaluate the anytime behaviour of algorithms. In particular, we have identified the hypervolume measure [22] as being the most suitable for this purpose [16] .
In the case of single-objective optimisers, the output of an algorithm is a single solution, and its quality is a unique scalar value. In the proposal described above, their anytime behaviour is evaluated as a bi-objective problem with two objectives (quality, time). In the case of multi-objective optimisers such as MOEAs, the output of the algorithm is a nondominated set of points, and, hence, we need an additional step that assigns a unique scalar quality value to each nondominated set by means of a unary quality measure. Once each nondominated set is assigned a scalar quality value, we can proceed as described above and evaluate the anytime behaviour of MOEAs as the hypervolume of the nondominated set of points (quality,time) that describes a run of an algorithm.
In summary, our proposal for assessing the anytime behaviour of a run of a MOEA consists of two main steps:
-Compute the quality of the best nondominated set found by a run of an algorithm at each moment of its execution. This entails recording every improvement of the best nondominated set. Since this may turn out to be computationally expensive for long runs, a good approximation is to record improvements of the best nondominated set only at specific time intervals. Then, we may compute the quality of these nondominated sets by means of any unary quality measure. For simplicity, we have chosen here the hypervolume measure. In this way, we obtain a nondominated set of (quality, time) points that describe the anytime behaviour of the run of the algorithm. -Compute the quality of the anytime behaviour curve. At the end of the run of an algorithm, its anytime behaviour is evaluated by computing the hypervolume measure of the nondominated set of (quality, time) points obtained in the previous step. In the case of a fixed frequency of time steps, the hypervolume computation in this step can be simplified as the sum of the qualities over each time step. However, the use of the hypervolume is more general and it allows the introduction of preference information [16] , although we do not examine this possibility in this paper.
Although one may use a different quality measure in the first step than the hypervolume measure used in the second step, we have chosen to use the hypervolume in both steps for simplicity. In this case, the above steps are equivalent to extending the original multi-objective problem with an additional objective (time) and replacing the two steps above by simply computing the hypervolume of the extended problem. We prefer the two-step approach described above because it clearly separates between the computation of the quality of a solution (set) to the multi-objective problem at hand, and the evaluation of the anytime behaviour of the algorithm.
A practical application of the above proposal is the automatic configuration of the anytime behaviour of MOEAs. In all parametrized algorithms, such as MOEAs, the search behaviour is heavily influenced by their parameter setting. The goal of automatic algorithm configuration is to determine the settings of both numerical and categorical parameters before the algorithm is actually deployed in order to have an algorithm that is as high performing as possible. Automatic algorithm configuration is crucial in the design phase of parametrized algorithms. It is also relevant in practical applications when known algorithms are applied to specific classes of problems, in order to find the parameter settings that optimise performance for such problems.
Automatic algorithm configuration consists of two main phases:
-tuning phase: the algorithm is tuned on a representative set of problem instances; -production (or testing) phase: a chosen algorithm configuration is used to solve unseen problem instances.
In recent years, a number of automatic configuration methods have been developed and recent overviews are available in the literature [2, 6, 8, 9] . The method proposed above to automatically improve the anytime behaviour of MOEAs is mostly independent of the automatic configuration method used. In this paper, we use as automatic configuration method the implementation of I/F-Race [2] provided by the irace software package [13] . We combine this method with a publicly available implementation of the hypervolume measure [7] to tune the anytime behaviour of MOEAs.
Experimental setup
In this section, we first present the three analysed MOEAs, explain the main parameters, and introduce the benchmark problems used in the experiments.
NSGA-II [4] uses nondominated sorting and a density estimator to rank the generated solutions and to construct a fixed-size elite population. SPEA2 [20] keeps the best solutions in an fixed-size elite archive. After each generation, the archive is either truncated with an operator based on k-th nearest neighbour or completed with dominated solutions from the current population. IBEA [19] uses a binary quality indicator, in particular, the binary additive -indicator, in order to assign a fitness value to each solution and to keep a fixed-size elite population.
In this paper, we use the implementation of these three algorithms available in ParadisEO [12] , a software framework dedicated to the flexible design of metaheuristics. For the experiments in this paper, all algorithms use the simulated binary crossover (SBX) operator [3] and polynomial mutation.
MOEAs parameters. Table 1 summarises the parameters of the three MOEAs tested (IBEA, NSGAII and SPEA2), their default values and the range considered for tuning. The default values are the ones used in the ParadisEO framework [12] , and mostly correspond to the values suggested in the literature [4, 5, 19, 20, 21] . There are six common parameters: the population size (N ); the probability of crossover (p c ); the probability of external mutation (p ext m ), which determines whether a solution will be mutated; the probability of internal mutation (p int m ), which determines which variables of a solution will be mutated; the crossover distribution index (DI c ), which determines the amount of exploration outside the parents, and the mutation distribution index (DI m ), which determines the distance between the original and the mutated value of a variable. Besides these common parameters, IBEA has a parameter l called the fitness scaling factor, which is used for computing the fitness values and it depends on the indicator used in the algorithm. SPEA2 has two additional parameters: the archive sizeN , and the k-th nearest neighbour, which affects the density estimation operator.
Benchmark problem instances. As benchmark instances, we consider realvalued functions from two well-known benchmark sets: ZDT [21] and DTLZ [5] . The original ZDT set contains six bi-objective functions, but ZDT5 was not included in our setup. From the DTLZ set we used the seven functions with three objectives. Note that these benchmark sets are scalable to any number of decision variables (D) and they pose different difficulties to multi-objective algorithms such as non-convex fronts or discontinuous fronts.
Monotonicity of hypervolume in MOEAs. MOEAs store the best nondominated set found in an elite population that acts as an archive of solutions. Ideally, the quality of this archive should monotonically increase over time. However, MOEAs often limit the size of this archive. Most archiving algorithms, e.g. the one used by SPEA2 and NSGA-II, are not monotonic with respect to dominance [14] , and even if the archiving algorithm is monotone with respect to dominance, such as the one of IBEA, the hypervolume of the archive does not need to be strictly monotonic (see below). Figure 2 shows SQT curves of the three MOEAs considered here, in terms of hypervolume development over the number of function evaluations. In the left column, we plot the SQT curve corresponding to the elite population, whereas the right column corresponds to the SQT curve of an external, unbounded archive that stores all the dominated solutions found so far within a single run. The plots show that an unbounded archive results in a monotonic increase of the hypervolume over time. Moreover, the quality of the unbounded archive is significantly better than the quality of the elite population. Therefore, in the following, we always make use of an external unbounded archive.
Tuning setup. We use Iterated F-race [2] , as implemented by the irace software [13] , to tune the parameters of the MOEAs. Each tuned parameter configuration is obtained by running irace with a budget of 2 000 runs of the MOEA being tuned. Each MOEA run is stopped after 100D function evaluations, where D is the number of variables of the problem.
In order to increase the effectiveness of the tuning, each run of irace was repeated 10 times with different random seed, and the ten resulting MOEA configurations were compared using F-race [2] in order to select the best one.
Each MOEA is tuned separately on each set of benchmark instances, namely, one run of irace uses DTLZ instances and another ZDT instances. Due to the diversity of the benchmark sets, the training instances are setup in a special way. We split each benchmark set into training instances used for tuning and testing instances used for comparing the configurations obtained after tuning. For tuning, the input of irace is a stream of instances that is structured in blocks, each block containing one function of each type (5 functions for ZDT and 7 functions for DTLZ) and random D ∈ [10, 100]. We setup irace in such a way that configurations are run at least on two blocks of instances before discarding any configuration, and we only discard configurations after evaluating each surviving configuration on a whole block of instances. For testing, we select each function with D ∈ {20, 35, 50, 65, 80, 95} (these values for D are excluded from the training set). 
Experimental results
Tuning for anytime behaviour. pected, the hypervolume of the SQT curves obtained by the MOEAs improve significantly after tuning. In order to assess whether improving the hypervolume of the SQT curve results in a visible improvement of the anytime behaviour of the MOEAs, we plot in Fig. 4 the mean SQT curve over 15 runs of each MOEA on individual benchmark instances. Moreover, we plot for each curve the 95% confidence interval around the mean as a grey shadow to give an idea of the variation over multiple runs. In all cases, the anytime behaviour of the MOEAs visibly improves after tuning over default settings. The improvement is very strong for NSGA-II and SPEA2, which shows that their default parameters are far from ideal.
Next, we examine whether the final quality of the non-dominated set obtained at the maximum termination criterion (100 · D) is improved or not by tuning for anytime behaviour. Figure 5 compares the hypervolume of this final non-dominated set when generated by the default configuration versus the one generated by the configuration tuned for anytime behaviour. In the case of NSGA-II and SPEA2, the final quality is improved in most cases. In the case of IBEA, the final quality is clearly improved in a few cases, but the differences are often rather small. Tuning for final quality. We also evaluate the MOEAs tuned for anytime behaviour relative to how much improvement could be reached by tuning for final quality, the latter being a more traditional approach. When tuning for final quality, the tuning procedure ignores the SQT curve and only takes into account the quality of the non-dominated set obtained after 100 · D function evaluations. We measure the quality of this final non-dominated set according to the hypervolume. Otherwise, we follow the same tuning setup as described above. After tuning, we obtain a parameter configuration for each MOEA and each benchmark set and run the configurations 15 times on each test instance. Figure 6 compares the configurations tuned for anytime behaviour and the configurations tuned for final quality when evaluated with respect to their anytime behavior for the three MOEAs and the two benchmark function sets. (The configurations tuned for anytime behaviour and final quality turned out to be far better than the default configurations and therefore the plots comparing to the default configurations are omitted here.) As the plots show, the configurations tuned for anytime behaviour obtain generally better results for the anytime behaviour than those tuned for the final quality. Figure 7 shows that, in terms of final quality, the differences between the configurations tuned for the anytime behaviour and the configurations tuned for the final quality are only slightly in favor of the latter with the exception of few outliers in the cases of NSGA-II on the DTLZ set and IBEA and SPEA2 on the ZDT sets. Thus, the improved anytime behaviour does not necessarily incur a strong loss with respect to the final quality reached.
By comparing the three MOEAs on the same function (here as example DTLZ1, D = 30), we can observe that IBEA is typically the best performing algorithm for the default settings, and the configurations tuned for anytime behaviour or final quality (Fig. 8) . However, while for the default settings the advantage of IBEA is often substantial, after tuning NSGAII and SPEA2 are typically strongly improved and can become competitive.
The differences in the behaviour of the algorithms before and after tuning may be explained by the different parameter settings. Table 2 shows the default configuration, and the parameter configurations found when tuning for anytime behaviour and when tuning for final quality. The most notable differences with respect to the default parameters is the larger population size for the configurations optimising anytime behaviour and final quality. Interestingly, when optimising performance for final quality, the population sizes are in all cases larger than when optimising for anytime behaviour. This suggests to us that an incremental population approach could probably help to improve the anytime behaviour of these MOEAs. The effect of other parameters is more difficult to interpret, but the lack of a clear trend suggests that simple time-varying parameter adaptation strategies may not be successful. A more profound analysis, for example, by tuning the parameters for various termination criteria, could help to reveal some exploration versus exploitation trade-offs. A more direct approach would be to implement a large number of parameter variation strategies and find the best strategy by means of the technique demonstrated in this paper, that is, by automatic configuration with respect to anytime behaviour.
Conclusions
In this article, we have shown that the quality of the anytime behaviour of MOEAs can be improved significantly by using the combination of Iterated Frace [2, 13] and the hypervolume quality measure. For this task, the hypervolume 16 20 41 measure is used in two places. First, to measure the quality of the Pareto-front approximations generated by the MOEAs; second, to measure the quality of the anytime behaviour as defined by the trade-off curve of the solution quality over time. We have applied the resulting methodology to three different MOEAs: IBEA, NSGA-II and SPEA2. We have combined the above approach with an automatic configuration method (irace) in order to automatically improve the anytime behaviour of the MOEAs. However, the proposed method is not restricted to irace, and other automatic configuration methods could be used for this purpose. Future work should investigate whether some configuration methods are more suited for this task than others.
The experimental results presented in this paper showed that a considerable improvement of the anytime behaviour could be obtained for all three algorithms. Additionally, tuning for the anytime behaviour improves also (with respect to anytime behaviour) over a version of the three algorithms that is tuned for optimising the quality of the final Pareto front approximation. This can be seen as a confirmation that the optimisation goal of improving anytime behaviour actually leads to algorithms configurations that are more robust to different termination criteria without sacrificing much of the solution quality that may be obtained by the algorithm. Most importantly, these improvements are obtained by an automatic method, which is saving substantial human effort.
In initial research efforts, we have considered the automatic tuning and configuration of the anytime behaviour of single objective optimisation algorithms [15, 16] . This here is the first attempt to apply the automatic configuration of the anytime behaviour to multi-objective algorithms, especially MOEAs. There are several directions that can be taken to extend this work. A first one is to extend the analysis of the impact of automatic tuning to others MOEAs, such as SMS-EMOA [1] or MOEA/D [17] . The quality of the anytime behaviour can be tested also with others benchmark problems, with more complicated objective functions. A second direction is to consider more parameters, including also categorical parameters such as the choice of the cross-over and the mutation operators. In this paper, we only consider static parameters as done in the original MOEAs. A promising approach when dealing with anytime optimization is to consider parameter variation strategies, and automatically configure the parameters of such strategies w.r.t. anytime behaviour [16] . Moreover, we have limited ourselves to parameters independent of problem instance features. Nevertheless, it would be straightforward to define parameters as functions of instance features and tune the parameters that define such functions. A more challenging question is how to detect automatically which features should influence which parameters. We are convinced that further work in the directions indicated here, will lead to the design of multi-objective algorithms that are more robust with respect to the choice of specific termination criteria and, thus, will improve the practice of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms.
